
Prominent Metro Association Awards
COMMWORLD of Kansas City 

 “Preferred Telecommunications Equipment Provider” 

COMMWORLD of Kansas City, a leading business telecommunications equipment provider since 
1981, has been selected by the Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association (KCMBA) to join their 
Affinity Partnership Program. By participating in this exclusive program, COMMWORLD becomes 
the association’s preferred telecommunications provider for its member law firms.

 “COMMWORLD of Kansas City installed our latest telecommunications system and we were so 
impressed with their service and professionalism that we suggested their proposal as an Affinity 
Partner,” said Rae Jean McCall, executive director of the KCMBA. “Our staff quickly realized that the 
entire legal community would greatly benefit from their services and technical expertise. After a 
rigorous proposal process we officially accepted COMMWORLD of Kansas City into the program.” 

COMMWORLD will provide business telephone and voice processing systems to KCMBA members. 
Additionally, COMMWORLD has a wide selection of technology solutions to satisfy the needs of law 
firms and other businesses. Some of these items include local/long distance service, Internet 
connectivity, web conferencing, teleconferencing, call accounting, and voice over Internet (VoIP). 

The company receives added credibility from servicing such a prominent association. “Throughout our 
history since 1981, we have had the great pleasure of servicing all types of businesses – including the 
legal community,” stated Bob Bennett, president of COMMWORLD.  “We’re excited about our 
relationship with KCMBA and the opportunity to help businesses increase their profitability and give 
them a competitive advantage by using our telecommunications solutions.  Our ‘one point of contact’ 
concept means businesses can come to us for full service, eliminating the frustration of multiple 
contacts. Our wide choice of products including Toshiba, ESI, Samsung and Comdial means you get 
the best of the best with COMMWORLD. ”

The Kansas City Metropolitan Bar Association serves approximately 5,000 members of the legal 
community in the nine-county Kansas City metro area. 

COMMWORLD of Kansas City is located at 6200 Main Street in Grandview, MO. 64030.   For more 
information, call (816) 763-1100 or visit www.commworld-kc.com.  

http://www.commworld-kc.com/
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